78 dodge ram

This is a subreddit for asking Mechanical questions pertaining to vehicles, engines, etc. If it's
got wheels, treads, floats, flies, or has an engine you're good to go and we'll do our best to help.
We're pretty flexible and we even enjoy a bit of humor now and again. They will be removed and
the user possibly banned. Memes, youtube videos and other non questions are not allowed. We
are experienced mechanics from several fields of expertise including auto, marine, aviation,
heavy construction equipment, military, farm, air-cooled, etc. Select one of the options below to
filter by 'Solved' or 'Unsolved' posts. Use the 'All Posts' button to return to the default view.
Solved Unsolved. We're not super strict here, but for most of our posts we follow a
question-response format. No youtube videos unless germane to the question, no advertising.
No intentionally bad, harmful, or deceptive advice. Only give advice on something you believe
to be true. If we feel a piece of advice is particularly reckless, dangerous, or extremely unhelpful
it maybe removed If a post or comment is provided that is not a response to a question, the post
may be removed. Please report bad advice to the mod team. Do not post silly answers, they will
be removed. Keep discussion friendly, civil, courteous, and professional. We're here to help so
being rude won't get you very far. The same goes for assuming that a shop is trying to "rip you
off. Golden Rule: If you have nothing nice to say, don't say anything at all. Those who
demonstrate they cannot follow the rules will be warned and posts removed. Those who
continually cause issue will be removed. If you didn't get an answer the first time, or you don't
like the answer you got that does not mean you post it again. Posts will be removed if they
cannot follow this format. Those do not belong here and they will be removed. If that isn't
available, provide all you know and explain why. All posts without this information may be
subject to being removed. Linking to outside content is not allowed, unless it's germane to the
discussion. We allow links, pictures, video, or audio file to help diagnose your problem. This is
a zero tolerance policy. This isnt a place to post your youtube channel, advertisements, memes,
shitposts or business. When the problem is 'solved' please click the button under your post
marked 'Is this solved? Click here' and select the option for Solved and save. Please do not
name the shops specifically unless part of a chain This is not a review forum for specific shops.
However, please observe rule 1 when asking for a second opinion. Generally there is a good
reason why a repair costs what it does. We are more than happy to help you figure out why a
shop wants to charge you for a repair, and we will tell you if it is unusually high. We are also
happy to advise on how you can save money at the shop. Please read the sticky post on the
subject for details. Understand that the assistance you receive is ADVICE ONLY and is given
with the understanding that the giver assumes no liability for any damages that occur as a
direct or indirect result. Right after buying it, a connection between the rear hard brake line and
soft line burst, dumping most of my brake fluid. But the ABS and Brake lights on dash stayed
on. I then changed the rear ABS sensor located on top of differential , and this did not fix it. ABS
and Brake lights are still on. But actually, you skipped a step. It's not documented, but some
idiot classified ABS fault as hard code not soft. OP should just need to do a code clear and
check for re-set. If it goes hot again and it's not the switch, then it's probably a bad chassis
ground or a rub break in the rear ABS harness. Fucking paper wire jackets Thankfully the rear
ABS harness is somewhat easy to get at with the truck airborne. My scanner is a cheapie one of
the Chinese Creader tools from eBay and it seems to have trouble clearing this code. The clear
feature returns a malfunction. I may need a better quality tool to actually do this. Not surprising;
ABS module is separate computer on these. AutoZone should be able to clear it for you though.
Great info, thank you. Fluid level is good full , so I'll check the level switch next. Hoping it's not
the CAB Hmm, wasn't that simple. Fluid level switch seems to work ok - scanner shows it as
closed when unplugged and open when plugged in using the live data feature. I may be beyond
my depth here. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our User Agreement and Privacy
Policy. All rights reserved. MechanicAdvice comments. Want to join? Log in or sign up in
seconds. Submit Content. Submit a link. Get an ad-free experience with special benefits, and
directly support Reddit. MechanicAdvice join leave , readers 2, users here now This is a
subreddit for asking Mechanical questions pertaining to vehicles, engines, etc. Those who
continually cause issue will be removed 2a One Incident per Thread. Posts will be removed if
they cannot follow this format 2b Updates are allowed, provided it is properly marked as an
[Update] or similar. This isnt a place to post your youtube channel, advertisements, memes,
shitposts or business 6 Mark Solved. Welcome to Reddit, the front page of the internet. Become
a Redditor and join one of thousands of communities. MechanicAdvice submitted 3 years ago
by illigal. Truck is a Dodge Ram , 4x4, Quad cab, 5. Want to add to the discussion? Post a
comment! Create an account. Search New Vehicles. Search Used Vehicles. Schedule Service.
You can drive in confidence knowing that your vehicle has been serviced at a trusted Chrysler
Dodge Jeep Ram Service Center. For over 35 years, our family-owned and operated dealership
has proudly served Atlanta and the metro area, including Stone Mountain and Decatur. Gwinnett

CDJR offers an extensive inventory of both new and used vehicles at competitive prices. We
also offer financing options for those in need of a car loan, as well as a service center for
drivers who demand the highest quality maintenance for their vehicles. Most of our models are
represented on our lot in various colors and trim levels, affording you the option to pick the car
that best suits your needs. With so many enticing options to choose from, the most efficient
way of narrowing down your dream vehicle is by filtering through our online inventory to find
your next new ride. Once you have driven off the lot with your new vehicle, you can rest assured
that you will be covered under our Five Star Exclusive Lifetime Warranty , which grants
additional protection for your vehicle for as long as you own the car. We carry used vehicles
from various different manufacturers, so there is something to please anyone looking for a
value buy. Five Star also buys cars, so feel free to utilize our value your trade tool and
determine how much you can save on your next car with a trade in. Our finance center can
provide you with several loan packages that are tailored for your individual situation. We work
with local banks to provide competitive rates, and are experienced in working with all different
levels of credit. Vist our payment calculator to get started on determining how much of loan can
be accomodated within your monthly budget. At Gwinnett Chrysler Dodge Jeep RAM, we want
to create lasting relationships with our buyers, and one of the most influential ways to foster
our ties with customers is through our service center. Trained, experienced, and certified, our
service technicians are ready to restore your vehicle? In order to get internet price you must
either bring in the printed page, or mention the special to dealership, and have same reference
in your contract at time of purchase. All prices to include any and all factory or certificate
issued rebates. Sale price includes dealer fee. Cannot be combined with any other offers. Dealer
not responsible for typographical errors or omissions. Mileage shown is current as of
publication date. Mileage based on EPA highway mileage guide. In transit means that vehicles
have been built, but have not yet arrived at your dealer. Residency Restrictions Apply. Credit
Application. Get Trade Value. New Used Certified. New Used. Search New Inventory. Search
Used Inventory. Shop by Brand. Pacifica Hybrid. Grand Caravan. Wrangler Unlimited. Grand
Cherokee. All-New Ram Ram View Inventory Browse our large inventory of vehicles. Find the
ideal model and trim for you. Schedule Service It's very quick, easy, and convenient. Schedule
your next appointment. Order Parts Order parts for your car online through our easy and
convenient online form. Used Vehicle Inventory. Gwinnett CDJR Finance Center Our finance
center can provide you with several loan packages that are tailored for your individual situation.
Service Center. Exclusive Lifetime Warranty. Visit Five Star Automotive Group. The same basic
design was retained until the October introduction of a completely redesigned Ram. The
Chrysler A engine of cu in 5. The original design was built until the spring of , when the
facelifted, single-headlamp version arrived. Besides straight-sided beds called Sweptline , the D
series also offered step-sided narrow beds called Utiline in 6. The first generation of the D
series was manufactured in Warren, Michigan. They were given the Dodge and Fargo brands.
The trucks were produced by the Dodge Division of the Chrysler Corporation. The Custom
Sports Special included bucket seats, console, carpeting and racing stripes. The optional
high-performance package could be ordered with a CSS truck or by itself on a base model truck
complete with Chrysler's big cu in 6. Custom Sports Special trucks were produced from to The
D series was mildly redesigned in spring of , hence there are both two-headlight and
four-headlight models titled as s. In , the D-series trucks received big-block 2-barrel engines as
a standard option. From until the early 80s, D-series trucks were assembled in Warren, Michigan
by the Chrysler Corporation. The D series were made both for the civilian market and for the
Israeli Army. There was also a bus version made mainly for army use. This bus was a seat bus
built on the chassis of the D truck using the straight-four engine with front and rear hydraulic
doors, as well as the complete D front end and dashboard. The models received a new front
grilleâ€”two rows of four holes each. A new Adventurer trim package replaced the old Custom
Sports Special; basically, it included a padded front seat with vinyl trim either full bench or
buckets with console and carpeting, plus other hallmarks such as extra chrome trim and
courtesy lighting. This generation continued to be built in South Africa as well. By , the
Adventurer would be expanded into three separate packages: the base Adventurer, the
Adventurer Sport and the top-line Adventurer SE. The Adventurer SE included such things as a
chrome grille, wood trim on the dashboard, the padded vinyl front seat with color-keyed
seatbelts, full courtesy lighting, extra insulation, dual horns, full carpeting, luxury door panel
trim, a vinyl-embossed trim strip ran along the sides of the truck, full wheel discs and a
woodgrain-insert panel on the tailgate. The models also featured a new four-section grille two
rows of two holes each. This was essentially the D already in production, with an added black or
white body-side "C" stripe decal; a Dodge Dude decal on the box at the rear marker lamps; tail
lamp bezel trim; and dog dish hub caps with trim rings. The Dude's tailgate was unique,

featuring a Dodge decal on a flat tailgate surface, without the typical tailgate's embossed logo.
The Dudes were only offered in the and model years and only 1, to 2, Dudes were produced. A
redesign of the D series for the model year introduced a more rounded look. This redesign,
which lasted until with minor changes, included new features such as an independent front
suspension and pocketed taillights the distinctive reverse-on-top lights were recessed to.
Styling cues, such as the scalloped hood and rounded fenderwells, were similar to the rounded,
smooth look of the Plymouth Satellite. These trucks were built with a considerable amount of
galvanized steel to resist rust and corrosion, making them very durable. Dodge pioneered the
extended-cab pickup with the introduction of the Club Cab with the models. Available with
either a 6. Inward-facing jump seats were available, providing room for five passengers. The D
series was made famous in the television show Emergency! The Warlock, as part of Dodge's
late s "adult toys" line, is a short wheelbase truck produced in limited production in and regular
production from to Warlocks came in black, red, green and blue, however other colors could be
special ordered. Its main draw was being a factory customized truck, also known as a "trick
truck", and was designed to appeal to young 4x4 buyers. The Warlock featured custom gold
wheels, wide tires, bucket seats, and a Utiline bed with oak racks. Optional equipment included
five-spoke wheels, bucket seats, tinted glass, chrome rear bumper, and power steering. All had
black interiors, with gold accents on the dash and the doors, and a "tuff" steering wheel. The
exterior was accented by gold pin striping around the wheel wells and the body lines. The pin
striping continued inside onto the doors, dashboard, and instrument panel. Warlock was printed
in gold on the tailgate through ; the model instead had "Warlock II" printed. The Li'l Red
Express was not available for sale in California, Florida, Maryland, Oregon and Washington and
did not meet special noise standards in certain locations. Because of this the Midnite Express
was born. The Midnite Express was not a factory option like the Li'l Red Express, it was a dealer
installed package. Dealers that could not sell the Li'l Red Express used high optioned Warlocks,
repainted them metallic black and ordered all of the Li'l Red Express parts through their parts
department. The Midnite Express was available for the model year only. This truck was
equipped much like the Li'l Red Express with exhaust stacks, wheels, and gold pinstriping. The
Midnite Express was painted black instead of red and featured a "Midnite Express Truck" decal
on the door. Most Midnite Express trucks were powered by the engine, instead of the like the Li'l
Red Express. All of these trucks were considered "lifestyle" pickups and were marketed to an
audience that wanted specialty, personal-use trucks. The models also saw the introduction of
the first diesel powered Dodge pickup truck. Available as an economy choice in light-duty
trucks and B-series vans was Mitsubishi's 6DR5 4. The diesel used standard Dodge manual and
automatic transmissions via specially made adapter plate which had the LA V8 bolt pattern.
Because of the low sales, it was phased out quickly, and as a result, it became practically a
single-year specialty. This final generation received a facelift in October when the D series was
rebadged as the Dodge Ram pickup around when Lee Iacocca took charge of the ailing Chrysler
Corporation. Such things including an embossed "DODGE RAM" name on the tailgate along
with other obvious changes like the grille and hood, the taillights, and the entire interior. More
subtle was the addition of a "shoulder" line reminiscent of the GM competition. Beginning in ,
even more corrosion-resistant steel was used in the construction of the trucks. This body style
continued until and many of these vehicles are still on the road. Many body panels are
interchangeable for all models from to , so it is not uncommon to see a "hybrid" with, as an
example, a grille mounted with a hood and a cab. Sometimes the bed is swapped with a moving
truck style box for models like these. In most jurisdictions, the year is dictated by the year of the
truck's chassis regardless of the body which has been bolted to it. Also kept was the narrow
Utiline bed that dated back to the s; this was dropped in Throttle-body injection was introduced
in The slant-6 was supplanted by the 3. The 6BT 5. Sales were good during the Sweptline era
and into the late s. A combination of stagnant styling that was nearly two decades old plus
brand loyalty primarily to Chevrolet and Ford during the s and s reduced sales volume for the
first-generation Dodge Ram. A wholly new Dodge Ram was released for the model year. The
utility body was custom built by Universal Studios for Emergency! The only change in the
restoration was a diesel engine which replaced the engine that was previously used. There were
three Dodge D-series vehicles used in the filming of Emergency! The and the were identical
except for the grilles. In the Supernatural episode " Route ", the ghost of a deceased man
haunts a town as a phantom D The vehicle is extensively modified, particularly through the
addition of two diesel smokestacks, and filmed in such a way that identifying features are hard
to see. The truck is most recognizable in a scene where Sam and Dean Winchester pull the
actual wreckage of the truck out of a pond. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected
from Dodge D For Dodge's modern full-size pickup, see Ram Pickup. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
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